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PHOTOGRAPHY

GUIDELINES
TIPS + TRICKS FOR GETTING THE BEST SHOT!

PHOTO GUIDELINES

PHOTOGRAPHY EXAMPLES

STUART FAVORITES
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PHOTOGRAPHY

TIPS + SUGGESTIONS
ü Pictures tell a story. Photos should showcase the excitement and interactions of the students while
learning. We are looking for excitement, engagement and an overall happy tone in their expressions.

ü When taking photos, consider the end of use of each photo. Treat each picture as if it were being
published online or in print materials (because chances are, it will be!).

ü When able to, please avoid obstructions such as, signs, and trees that may block the shot and be sure to
de-clutter the space/background (i.e. boxes, trash cans, garbage, etc.)

ü Don’t be afraid to get creative with shots. Find interesting perspectives, unique angles, play with reflection
& symmetry, etc. Just keep in mind the expressions and engagement images are the focus!
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PHOTOGRAPHY

DO + DO NOT
ü DO : Take photos from a distance to get full space (location permitting).
ü DO : Capture smiles, fun, engagement and excitement.
ü DO : Keep photos centered & aligned (use camera gridlines if needed – details in following pages).
ü DO : Use as much natural lighting and auto-adjusting features as possible. No flash please.

ü DO NOT : Use camera filters, Instagram filters or other editing tools – raw/original photos only.
ü DO NOT : Use the camera zoom feature, this makes images grainy.
ü DO NOT : Crop images (leave ample background, embrace negative space).
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PHOTOGRAPHY

TIPS + TRICKS FOR TAKING PICTURES WITH PHONE
Taking a great photo on your smartphone is not always as simple as pointing and shooting. There are a number of tricks to
taking quality, engaging photos on your smartphone. Here are a few:
ü 1) Turn on gridlines to line up your shot and balance picture : one of the easiest and best ways to improve photos is
turning on camera gridlines through your phone's camera settings. It adds a series of lines to the camera view that are
based on the “rule of thirds”. The rule of thirds says to break down an image into nine parts. The theory is if you place
your point of interest in these sections or along the lines, the photo will be more balanced.
ü 2) Find interesting perspectives : another great way to make a photo unique is to find interesting perspectives and angles.
Whether from lower angles or higher angles, perspectives can make photos visually interesting.
ü 3) Use leading lines and symmetry : a leading line can be any line or path in the image that draws the viewer's eye into the
picture, such as staircases, tracks, paths, etc. and can create depth and interesting perspectives.
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CHEAT SHEET!
KEEP THE CAMERA LENS CLEAN

USING THE TIMER

Make sure you keep it clean so that every shot comes out
crystal-clear. (Wipe off fingerprints!)

This button helps you set a timer for the photo to be
captured. You can choose between 3 or 10 seconds to
capture the photo after you click.

TAKE A LOT OF SHOTS
Don’t be afraid to experiment, try different angles and
different framing. You can always delete later!

CROP, DON’T ZOOM
Digital zoom on smartphones simply destroy the image
quality. Photos will be edited later to get closer.

TAKE PHOTOS OF PEOPLE + EXPRESSIONS
It makes photos more personal, more memorable and
gives them a sense of scale and place. We love excited
expressions of the kids having fun!
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HDR MODE
The HDR button stands for High Dynamic Range. Switching it
on helps you achieve balanced exposure for your photos in
high contrast (ie sunny day) situations. In auto HDR mode the
camera will decide whether or not to use the setting based
on the light in the scene.
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QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU!
OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AT STUART
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